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The Equiangular Spiral Antenna*
JOHN D. DYSONt

Summary-A circularly polarized antenna is described which
makes possible bandwidths that a few years ago were considered
to beimpossible.
The design of the antenna is based
upon the simple fundmental
principle that if the shape of the antenna were such that itcould be
specified entirely by angles, its performance would be independentof
wavelength. Since all such shapes extend infinity it is necessary
to specify at least onelength for an antenna of finite size. The one
length in this antenna, the arm length, need only be of the order of
one wavelength at thelowest frequency of operation to obtain operation essentially independent of frequency, and the geometry of the
antenna allows this arm length to bespiraled into a maximum diameter of one half wavelength or less. Antennas have been constructed
that have an essentially constant radiation pattern and input impedance over bandwidths greater than
to

I n the fall of 1954, Rumsey of the University of Illinois advanced the theory that an antenna constructed

in the form of an equiangular spiral of infinite length
wouldhave a n infinite pattern and impedance bandwidth, and proposed that the characteristics
of the finite
size structure be investigated. Subsequent investigation
disclosed that the equiangular spiral antenna was the
first antenna to exhibit, in a practical size, the characteristics
associated
with
a n infinite
Thus,
it
became the first of a class of antennas which may be
called “frequency independent antennas.”8 More recent
workbyDuHamel
and Isbellhasindicated
that the
logarithmicallyperiodicstructureswhichtheyhave
as the
considered have as wide a practical bandwidth
IKTRODUCTION
equiangular spiral. These structures however are linK E of the serious drawbacks to any simplified
early polarized while the spiral is a circularly polarized
solution toward providing coverage of large porantenna.
tions of the frequency spectrum has been the
This paper is concerned with some of the characterextremely limited bandwidths obtainable with both the
istics of, and design information for, the balanced planar
receiving and transmitting equipment and the antennas
equiangular spiral antenna.
required to successfully launch and receive electromagnetic radiation. As a result, a great deal of effort has
DEFINITION
OF THE ANTENSA
been expended in the development
of broad-band equipT h e design of the equiangular spiral antennais based
ment. This paperis concerned with the latter portionof
upon a simple fundamental principle. If all dimensions
the problem, the development
of a broad-band antenna.
of a perfectly conducting antenna (immersed inIossIess
The term “broad-band” has been loosely applied in
free space) are changed in linear proportion to
a change
the past, but has usually described antennas whose radiin wavelength, the performance of the antenna is unationandinputimpedancecharacteristicswereacchanged except fora change of scale in all measurements
ceptable over, a t most, a frequency range of 2 or 3 t o 1.
of length. Thus, as Rumsey has pointed out, it follows
The bandwidth of the radiation pattern has been the
t h a t if the shape of the antenna were such t h a t i t could
limiting factor since antennas have been developed with
be specified entirely by angles,its performance would be
an input impedance that stays relatively constant with
independent of frequency.
a change in frequency.
Since all such shapes extend to infinity it is necessary
Several really broad-band antennas have been prot o specify at least one length in order t o specify an anposed in recent years-the discone by Kandoian,l the
tenna of finite size. This principle can be used aasbasis
conical helix by Springer2 and later by Chatterjee,3 the
for practical antenna design, because in some cas& the
Archimedes spiral by Turnefl and the logarithmically
antenna performanceis practically independentof waveperiodic antenna by DuHamel and
Isbell.5
length, provided this one length is very long compared
Manuscript received bythePGAP,June
16, 1958; revised with the wavelength of operation. An investigation of
manuscript received, December 11, 1958. This material was taken
from a thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the equiangular spiral antenna has shown that for this
the Ph.D. degree in electrical engineering a t t h eUniversity of Illinois, antenna the one specified length, the arm length, need
1957. A treatment in more detail is given in Tech. Rep. No. 21, Contract A F 33(616)-3220, Antenna Lab., University of Illinois, Septem- not be large compared t o a wavelength, and in fact need
ber 15, 1957. ASTIA No. AD-145019. This work was supported by only be comparable to one wavelength
at the lowest frethe \Vright Air Deu. Center under Contract No. AF 33(616)-3220.
quency
of
operation
to
obtain
performance
essentially
t 4ntenna Lab., University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.
G. Kandoian, “Three new antenna types and their applica- independent of frequency.
tions, PROC. IRE, vol. 34, pp.
February, 1916.
The equiangularor logarithmic spiral isa plane curve
P. S. Springer, “End-Loaded and Expanding Helices as Broad
Band
Circularly
Polarized Radiators,” Electronic Subdivision, which may be defined by the equation,
p = kea+ as in

0

CSAF, Air Material Command, Wright-Patterson AFB, Tech. Rep.

KO.6104; January, 19:;.
3 J. S. Chatterjee, Radiation field of a conical helix,” J. Appl.
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Dayton, Ohio, Tech. Note \%‘CLR-55-8;June, 1955.
Illinois, Urbana, Ill., Tech, Rep. KO.21, Contract AF 33(616)3220;
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Fig. 1-The

equiangular spiral.

Fig. 1 ; and are the conventional polar coordinates
and a and k are positive constants.
If the angle is increased by one full turn, the radius
vector is increased by the factor e?ra, hence each turn
of the spiral is identical with every other turn except for
a constant multiplier.
The length of the spiral may be calculated from

Fig. 2 4 u t l i n e drawing of a n antenna. (a =0.35, K=0.597,
R =0.2 inch, maximum diameter = 9 3/16 inch.)

which reduces t o

L

PO).

termines the arm width, the arm length, and the conTo create an antenna from the equiangular spiral,
we stants a and k , the former controlling the rate of spiral
and the latter the sizeof the terminal region.
consideraconductorwithedgesdefinedbythetwo
However, the investigation has disclosed that most
of
curves,
the characteristics of the antenna can beadequately
kea+
( 3 ) specified interms
of onlythreevariables,thearm
length, the constant k and a constant K , defined in (j),
and
which is a convenient measure of the angular width of
keato-a)
RPI1
the antenna arm, the width along the radius vector.A
practical
balanced antenna imposes a lower bound on
where
K (.i.e., e-”“ < K < if the space between the arms is t o
remain open.
K
(5)
The investigation with which this paper is concerned
has been confined to the balanced, planar, equiangular
The edges of this conductor are identical curves, with
spiral antenna with a balanced feed. Two forms of this
one rotated through the fixed angle 6, with respect to
antenna have been used, the plane conductor antenna,
the other. This rotation gives the arm a finite width.
ie., metallic arms suspended in free space, and the slot
A second conductor may be defined by
antenna, which consists of spiral slots cut in
a large conducting
sheet.
Fig.
3
shows
three
of
the
slot
antennas
kea(O-r)
6)
investigated. The slot antennas are shown cut into
a
and
14-inch squareof 1,/32-inch copper which was bolted into
p4
kp(@-z-a)
K Pa.
(7) a larger ground plane.
it
The slot antenna is a mostusefulformbecause
These two conductors constitutea balanced antenna of makes i t possible to feed the balanced structure in a
completely balanced manner simply by embedding the
infinitelength. T o specify a finite size structure, one
fixed length, the arm length, must be specified. The arm coaxial feed cable i n the ground plane, or soldering it to
shown inFigs.3and
4. This
length as used here refers to the spiral length along the thegroundplane,as
t o a s a n “incenter line of the arm. Fig. 2 is an outline drawing of a method of feed, which might be referred
finite balun,” is made possible by the rapid attenuation
practical antenna.
of the near fields on the arms. It is the only form of
I t should be noted a t thispointthattheantenna
could be completely specified by the angle,6, which de- balun presently in use which will permit the fullest use
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Fig. 3 4 n e slot antenna showing modifications in terminal region
to accommodate three
of feed cable.

of the infinite impedance and pattern bandwidths
of
this antenna. The only disadvantage
of this t17pe of feed
is that it requires leaving sufficient ground screen between the slot arms to carry the
feed cable. This imposes a requirement that the spiralbe terminated a t t h e
center in a fairly large feed section, as can be seen in
Fig. 3, if a large coaxial feed cable is required.
indicated later, this feed section mill determine the upper
frequency limit of the antenna.
If thewidth of themetalonwhichthecable
is
mounted approaches the diameter of the feed cable, it
becomesnecessarytomount
a dummycableonthe
opposite arm, as has
been done in Figs.3 and 4 to maintain symmetry of construction and to prevent a t i l t in
the radiation pattern.

Fig. 4-Terminal

region of antenna shown in Fig.

3(b).

Spirals of one-half turn up to three turns have
been constructed. The antenna patterns appearbe to
remarkably
insensitive to these variations, although there are optimum ranges of the parameters. Consistently good patterns can be obtained with spirals
of only I t or 1Q turns.
The antenna radiates a broad lobe perpendicular t o
the plane of the antenna over a practical range of parameters.Thisradiation
is bidirectionalwithequal
beams radiated from the front and the back
of the structure. The beam is circularly polarized on its axis, over
the usable bandwidth. There isno tilt to the lobe of the
symmetrical antenna.
THERADIATION
PATTERS
Using (3), we note that if the unit of length is chosen For frequencies such that the antenna arms are very
of wavelength,theradiated
field is
as a wavelength, and if p’ equals the radial coordinate shortinterms
linearly
polarized.
As
the
arm
length
is
increased
(or
measured in wavelengths,
frequency increased) the field, on the axis perpendicular
to the plane of the antenna, becomes elliptically and
then circularly polarized. Since there are no distinctive
changes in pattern shape, this change in field polarizaor
tion becomes a convenient criterion for specifying the
1
cutoff
of the pattern bandwidth.
p(+Qo) where
In
(8)
The bandwidth, as used here, refers to that band
of
frequencies over which the antenna radiates
a field such
This wouldindicate that the effect of changingthe
that the axial ratio of the polarization ellipse, recorded
wavelength is equivalent to changing the angle Thus
on the axis of the antenna, is less than 2 t o 1. The radiexcept fora rotation, the patternof the infinite structure
ated field will be considered circularly polarized over
would be independent of frequency. Within the necesthis bandwidth.Fig. is a plotof the polarizationof the
sary limitation imposed by the onefixed length, ix.,the
radiated field of a typical antenna as a function of frearm length, this hasbeen found to be true for the finite
quency.
size structure.
I n general, the relationship of the lower cutoff freThe radiation patterns of more than 40 spiral slot
quency to antennasize would be a function of the three
antennas have been investigated with the parameters a
variables, a , 6, and the length. However, it is notable
and K varying,
t h a t all of the measured values can be represented in
0.2 5 5
and 0.375 5 K 5 0.97.
terms of two parameters, the length and the angular
Authorized licensd use limted to: IE Xplore. Downlade on May 10,2 at 19:042 UTC from IE Xplore. Restricon aply.
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Fig. 5-Polarization, on axis, of the radiated E field of
antenna shown in Fig. 3(a).
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Fig. 7-Polar

coordinate system for pattern measurements.

straight or tapered section. This may be noted in Figs.
2-4. A t a frequency such that this straight or tapered
portion becomes effectively a half-wave slot the axial
ratio
of the field has increased to approximately 2 to 1.
C-PJfi
T h e field becomes elliptically polarized for higher freFig. &Minimum slot length in wavelengths necessan to produce
quencies, so that this specifies the upper cutoff of the
circularly polarized radiated field ( r < 2 : 1 on axis; 0 . 2 5 10.45:).
~
pattern bandwidth.
Pattern bandwidths in excess of 20 to 1 have been
width factor K as indicated in Fig. 6 . Over the practical recorded. This was the usable limitof the pattern range
no indication that this bandranges of a and K tested, the bandwidth appears to
be a a t this laboratory. There is
function of antenna diameter onlyinsofar as the diame- width could not be extended indefinitely.
Since the upper and
lower cutoffs are independent,
ter is a function of how tightly the required length is
spiraled. This immediately suggests that the antenna the
be only limitationis the required diameter in which to
size of the
spiraledtightly ( i e . , a madesmall) if the maxinlum spiral the necessary length, and the chosen
feed structure.
bandwidth is to be obtained for a given diameter an-411 of the radiation patternsof the slot antennaswere
tenna.
4 n examination of Fig. 2 and the fact that K is re- measuredon a 12-foot squaregroundscreenpattern
range. The patterns are voltage plots and the coordinate
stricted to the range
e-"=<K <1 indicate that a decrease i n a raises the lower bound on K , i n turn requiring system used is indicated in Fig. 7. The spiral slot ana longer arm length. In addition,a further restriction is tennas were bolted into tl& ground screen andfed as the
imposed on K if sufficient ground screen is left between transmitting antenna. Four patterns were recorded at
the slots to carryfeed
a cable. Thus, depending upon theeach frequency; the essed polarization patterns were
size of the feed cable, there is a n optimum a and k7to recorded a t the t l t r j kincipal planecuts.Polarization
patterns were obts!!
by positioning the receiving anconstruct an antenna with the lowest cutoff frequency
tenna on the axis ot m e spiral antenna and rotating the
in a given diameter.
latter structure in the ground screen.
The shape of the termination of the arms has little
Radiation patterns of a.typical antenna over 20
a to 1
effectupon
thepattern.Thearms
were terminated
bandwidth are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. This particular
along the radius vector, along the orthogonal curve, and
along an arc of a circle whose center is a t the origin of antenna is shown in Fig. 3(a).
I t was shown earlier that a change i n wavelength of
the spiral. This latter termination has the advantage
t h a t i t gives the greatesteffective arm length, andhence operation is equivalent merely to reorienting the antennaorshifting
i t throughsomeanglearoundthe
the widest bandwidth, for a given antenna diameter.
The uppercutoff of the bandwidth isa function of the 6 = 0 axis. If the radiated field were independent of
fineness of construction of the spiral at the feed point. this reorientation would leave the pattern unchanged.
Since the spiral converges
to a point, it is necessary in a Hoxever,when viewed fromdifferentpointsonthe
plane, the field of the practical structure may
practical structure to terminate the center
in a small 6
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Fig. 8-Radiation

patterns of antenna shown in Fig. 3(a). (a=0.30,
K=0.62, k = 0 . 2 inch, maximum diameter=28.4 cm, arm length
=38.7 cm, r=axial ratio.)

Fig. 9-Radiation

patterns of antenna in Fig. 3(a).

quite closely by observing at a fixed angle q5, and increasing the frequency from 2472 t o
mc. T h e deviation at the low end is traceable to end effect.
I n Fig. 11 observe that the variationin beamwidth is
held within four degrees b y a n antenna reorientation,
when the frequency was varied from2 t o 5.18 kmc. This
is to be compared with the variation of approximately
50' indicated in Fig.10 over the same band
of frequencies
without reorientation.
Since the pattern of the equiangular spiral antenna
rotateswithfrequency,
a detailedstudy of pattern
changewithfrequencyrequires
a correspondingantennarotationforeveryshiftinfrequency.Inmost
normal operations, the antennawill be in afixed mount,
andthepqtternresponsewithrespecttothat
fixed
mount is desired. Hence the patterns in Figs. 8 and 9
Qo
lr
are displayedas a function of frequency, without regard
to any pattern rotation. This accounts for most of the
apparent variation in the patterns over these frequency
or
ranges.
A detailed study made of the near fields along the
antennaarmsindicatedthatthese
fieldsdecayvery
rapidly (as much as 20 d b in the first wavelength) and
Sincethereare
few distinctivepatternchangeswith
that this decay is approximatelya constant function of
frequency, a checkof this pattern rotation may
be made the arm length expressed in wavelengths. This has the
byarepetition
of pattern beamwidth at a newfreeffect of constantly shortening the active arm lengthas
quency.Figs.
10 and 11 indicatetwoexperimental
the frequency is increased, resulting in an effective adchecks on this rotation. In Fig.
10 we see that the varia- justment of antennaaperture sizeeventhoughthe
tion in beamwidth, observed through a variation in q5 physical aperture remains constant. There appears to be
from O0-21Oo for fixed frequency operation, is repeated notendencyforthebeamwidthtobecomenarrower

have a beamwidth which varies 40" or more. Thus
if
operation is confined t o a fixed frequency, an observer
moving around the antennawill note a variation in the
beamwidth at the half powerpointssuch
as t h a t of
curve A , Fig. 10. Since the antenna is symmetrical, the
variation is periodic every 180'. If the observer remains
fixed with respect to the orientation
of the antenna, and
the frequency of operation is increased, he will observe
this same variationof beamwidth. Consequently, if the
frequency of operation is changed, the observer must
also mox7e around the antenna a fixed angular distance
tomakethepatternheseesremainunchanged.
An
examination of (8) indicates that this angle may be expressed a s
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Fig. 10-Rotation of radiated field with a change in frequency.
(e=0.303, K=0.75, k=0.2 inch, L = 3 3 cm.)

in
Fig. 12-Polarization of the radiated E field of a balanced planar slot
antenna. (u=0.30, K=0.75, k =0.2 inch, L=42.3 cm.)

Fig. 11-Patterns obtained by simultaneous rotation of antenna and
increase in frequency. (a=0.303, K=O.iS, k = 0 . 2 inch, L = 3 3
cm) polarization.

with increased frequency and the antenna aperture expressed in wavelengths appears constant.
The average beamwidth is relativelyinsensitive to
variations of the antenna parameters, but the tighter
spiraledantennasand/orantennaswithwiderarms
tend to have smoother and
more uniform patterns which
exhibit smaller variations in beamwidth.
The polarization of the radiated field, off axis, of a
typical antenna is shown in Fig. 12. This particular antenna became circularly polarized on axis
a t 1000 mc
and the bandwidth extends somewhere beyond
12,000
mc. Over more than 80 per cent of the band it is circularly polarized as much as 40" off axis.

THEINPUTIMPEDANCE
The input impedance of the planar balanced equiangular slot antenna converges rapidly
as the frequency
is increased. For frequencies such that the arm lengths
Authorized licensd use limted to: IE Xplore. Downlade on May 10,2 at 19:042 UTC from IE Xplore. Restricon aply.

are greater than one wavelength, the impedance remai
reasonablyconstant.Themeasuredimpedance
of a
typical antenna is shown in Fig. 13. This antenna was
constructed of &-inch copper with a 0.150-inch diameter coaxialcable(RG141/U)bondedtotheground
screen between the slot arms.
The input impedanceof an antenna of zero thickness
would be expected to converge to its characteristicimpedance with an increase in frequency. The antennaof
finite thickness does not have a uniform characteristic
impedance since i t is a nonuniform transmission line,
but the input impedance rapidly settles down to
a reasonablyconstantvalue
forrelativelythinantennas.
The measured impedance of the antennas tested is below thetheoreticalimpedance
of a n infinitely thin
antenna, due in part to the thickness of the metal and
the presence of the feed cable. There is a relationship
between the arm width and the input impedance as
indicated in Fig. 14. This curve is based on the measured
impedance of antennasconstructed of
copper,with
k =0.2 inch, with RG141iU feed cable and without a
dummy cable on the opposite arm
of the ground screen.
T h e use of a dummy cable of this size will lower the
measured impedance approximately 10 per cent. The
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Fig. 15-Standing wave ratio which a typical balanced slot antenna
presents to a 50-ohm coaxial line, (k=O.2 inch, =0.303, K=0.75,
arm length=42.3 cm.)

length of onewavelengthormore.Forarmlengths
shorterthanonewavelengththe
efficiency decreases
rapidly.
CONCLUSIONS
The planar balanced equiangular spiral antenna,
in a
practical size, exhibitsthecharacteristicsassociated
Fig. 13-Input impedance of a typical balanced slot antenna fed with withaninfinitestructure.Thebandwidthhas
been
RG141/U cable. (k =.2 inch, a .303, K
L =42.3 cm.)
shown to be limited only by the chosen arm length and
the precision of construction at the feed point. An extension of the bandwidth is a practical matter since the
arm need only be of the order of one wavelength a t t h e
lowest frequency of operation.
The antenna will provide circularly polarized, singlelobe, bidirectional radiation, perpendicular to the plane
of the antenna. The beamwidth varies with rotation
in the plane of the antenna, and since the pattern rotates with frequency, the apparent beamwidth
will vary
with frequency for a fixed cut. The variationis typically
approximately 40" or 50". Themoretightlywound
spirals and the antennas with broader arms have
somewhat more uniform patterns. The input impedance conFig. 14-Input impedance of balanced planar slot antennas (con- verges with increasing frequency, and for the antennas
structed of &-inch copper with 0.150-inch coaxial cable bonded of most interest, the slot antenna is rarely mismatched
to screen between the slot arms). (0.2 l a
k
more than three to one to a 50-ohm line, and is usually
two to one or better over the radiation pattern bandinput impedance of the antenna can beloweredstill
width.
further by increasing the thickness of the metal; howThe structuresdescribed in this report are not miniaever, this will be a t t h e expense of some pattern band- ture when compared to many present narrow-band anwidth since i t will lower the upper cutoff frequency.
tennas. However, the maximum diameter need only be
The measured standing wave ratio
which a typical
one half wavelength. The primary advantageof the anbalanced slot antenna presents to a 50-ohm coaxial line tenna is its capability of radiating circular or elliptically
is shown in Fig.
polarizedenergywith
good efficiency overunlimited
T h e use of a miniature cable, such as "Microdot,"
bandwidths that are at the discretion
of the designer.
lowers the capacitance between the arms and raises the
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